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}curity Assistance and Foreign Policy

Statement by Secretary Kissinger

I am happy to have the opportunity to

stify on the Administration's request for

curity assistance authorization for fiscal

ar 1977. The request follows closely on the

'els of that for the current year, about

lich I testified before this committee last

(ivember.

Security assistance is an essential ele-

eiit of our overall foreign policy. That

ilicy is designed to help build a more peace-

1, stable, and prosperous world order in

lich America's own security, prosperity,

id values will be furthered.

The basic elements of our foreign policy—

hich we believe will guide any Congress and

dministration, whether Republican or Dem-
irat—include these:

-To maintain our own strength and pur-

)se as a nation.

-To maintain and continually revitalize

ir relations with allies and friendly coun-

ies with which we share values and in-

rests.

—To reduce the risk of war with our po-

:ntial adversaries and move toward more

itional and normal relationships despite con-

nuing differences.

-To discourage the spread of nuclear-

'eapons capability and otherwise to help to

esolve regional conflicts that threaten world

eace.

' Made before the House Committee on Inter-

»tionaI Relations on Mar. 29 (text from press re-

ase 155). The complete transcript of the hearings
iill be published by the committee and will be

i^ailable from the Superintendent of Documents,
.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

0402.
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—To resolve international economic issues

in a way which enhances economic and polit-

ical stability, prosperity, and justice.

This is the context for designing and de-

ciding upon our security assistance policy.

These are the purposes it must—and does

—

serve.

The foundation of our foreign policy is

security. Our own military strength, our

alliances, and the security assistance pro-

grams which support them have been the

bedrock of our security since World War II,

and they remain so today. In an era of devas-

tating nuclear weapons and strategic nuclear

balance between the United States and the

Soviet Union, the conventional strength of

our alliances is essential to maintain global

stability and to leave our potential adver-

saries no rational alternative to restraint and

cooperation.

The persistence of regional conflicts con-

tinues to pose risks to global stability. The
carefully considered transfer of defense

equipment may be essential in creating and

stabilizing regional balances of power, as a

precondition to the attack on the root causes

of disputes.

Finally, every nation has the paramount

concern and sovereign responsibility to main-

tain its own security and to define its needs.

The United States cannot expect to retain

influence with nations whose perceived de-

fense needs we disregard. Conversely, de-

fense supply links to these countries can

enhance our influence and cooperation with

them on other international issues of im-

portance to us.
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Thus, we believe it is important that arms
transfers continue to be approached in the

context of our overall national interests and
objectives. These include foreign policy as

well as our defense readiness and our econ-

omy. We fully recognize the vital role of con-

gressional support and oversight for the

security assistance i^rogram.

An Overview of the Authorization Requests

Our specific autliorization requests for

fiscal year 1977 reflect cost-conscious atten-

tion by the executive branch

:

—The proposed foreign military sales

credit program and our resultant request

for new obligational authority are both ap-

proximately $200 million less than for 1976.

The new-obligational-authority request is for

$840 million; down from $1,065 million last

year. This will fund a total program of over

$2 billion, of which approximately lialf is for

essential assistance to Israel.

—Security supporting assistance programs
have been reduced from last year by over

$100 million to $1.8 billion. Nearly 95 percent

of this amount is requested for the Middle

East. The programs supported by tliese funds

are a vital component of our Middle East

peace eff'ort.

—The international narcotics control pro-

gram is reduced from last year, to $34 mil-

lion. We reduced it in the expectation that

major equipment items for tlie opium poppy
eradication efl!"orts in Mexico and Burma will

already have been provided. Turkish control

of its opium poppy production, the vigorous

eradication efforts now being undertaken in

Mexico, and the beginnings of excellent

results in Burma offer hope that this inter-

national security assistance program, which

means so much to the health of our own peo-

ple, is achieving its objectives.

—Foreign military training is programed
at $30.2 million. This program is highly cost-

effective in improving the efficiency of allied

and friendly military forces. Foreign govern-

ments are to an increasing extent paying for

the training they receive from the United

States. This modest grant program provides

long-range benefits in terms of mutual

fense and military cooperation.

Regional Programs: The Middle East

In fiscal year 1977 our security assistai

program for the Middle East absorbs aim

70 percent of our total program.

Our request has been designed to prot

and further interests of vital importance

the United States and is a central part of (

eft'orts to help achieve progress toward pe;

in the Middle East.

Every American Government since li

has demonstrated a moral commitment to i

survival and security of the State of Isr;

and we are certain that all future gove

ments will continue to honor that comn
ment. We also have important interests i

friendships in the Arab world. Tliere is the

fore an urgent need to avoid perpetual cri

between Israel and the Arabs. These cri

strain our relations with allies, jeopard

our hopes for world economic recovery, i

risk a direct U.S.-Soviet confrontation.

The ability of Israel to persevere in

own defense is one of the essential consta

of our Middle Eastern policy. Although Isr

has recently imposed even more string'

domestic austerity measures, its assu

survival depends upon substantial econoi

and military assistance, which can come o

from the United States. Our program
Israel represents our best judgment of

appropriate assistance required from us

maintain the defensive strength and econoi

health which Israel requires for its secur

and survival.

Our request for Egypt—which is entir

for nonmilitary supporting assistance—

a

rests on basic requirements and conside

tions of U.S. national interests. Egypt ho

a historic position of leadership in the Ai

world and has courageously committed its

to pursuing peace. Egypt has demonstral

its good faith and sincerity by ending

longtime close dependence on the Sov

Union and by moving toward closer relatic

with the West. It is clearly in our interest

demonstrate that countries which purs

502 Department of State Bui



eh policies can obtain the support of the

lited States. Our security assistance to, and

r growing friendship with, Egypt are

ned at achieving this objective. In this

nnection we have advised the Congress of

r intention to provide Egypt with six

130 transport aircraft. We are pleased that

is committee has set aside a separate time

the near future when we may discuss this

msfer in some detail.

Jordan, which is of strategic importance in

e Arab-Israeli dispute, has long been recog-

;ed as a force of moderation in the Middle

st. Jordan is a strong friend of the United

ates and is working to overcome its serious

jblems of economic underdevelopment. Our
urity assistance contributes to Jordan's

v'elopment and helps Jordan to maintain its

litically moderate course.

Syria will play an integral part in any

iceful settlement of the Arab-Israeli dis-

te. Our nonmilitary supporting assistance

)grani with Syria is essential to maintain-

f the close working relationship we need

we continue our peace efforts.

\Ve stress that our security assistance to,

i improved relations witli, Arab nations do

: undermine in any sense our traditional

endship with Israel. The policy of en-

iraging constructive and moderate forces

the Arab world is the best way we can

Ip all the parties to attain a durable peace

it will assure the survival and security of

ael.

During the past year, the Middle East

icial requirements fund permitted us to re-

5nd promptly to special needs arising from

r Middle East peace efforts. We will con-

ue to need this capability to move rapidly

support activities contributing to peace in

i area and to maintain our support mission

the Sinai.

Much remains to be done to achieve peace

the Middle East. Oui- efforts to generate

rther movement in the Middle East peace

gotiations are entering another difficult and

tical period. We are determined to main-

n the momentum toward peace. We are

rrently engaged in intensive consultations

th all the governments directly concerned

»ril 19, 1976

to try to reach agreement on how to proceed.

Our security assistance program and our

close, cooperative relations with countries of

the region will be as important to our efforts

in the future as they were to helping us to

achieve the interim Sinai agreement in 1975.

We will continue to need the sustained,

strong support of the Congress and the

American people for these efforts.

Other Regional Programs

Aside from the Middle East program re-

quest for $2.9 billion, the breakdown of our

fiscal year 1977 requests is as follows:



sistance, the remainder in credit and guaran-

tees. The implementation of this agreement

will restore the traditional U.S.-Turkish re-

lationship within the NATO alliance, con-

tribute to the settlement of problems in the

eastern Mediterranean, and strengthen the

conditions for peace and stability in that

area.

We also have key strategic interests at the

western end of the Mediterranean, on the

Iberian Peninsula.

The Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation

with Spain is currently before the Senate for

its advice and consent. We engaged in ex-

tensive consultations with the Congress dur-

ing the negotiations with the Spanish Gov-
ernment and decided to submit it as a treaty

largely because of the advice which we re-

ceived. This treaty is a unique agreement

which encompasses both a closer relationship

with Spain and an agreement for the use of

facilities in Spain in exchange for a five-

year program of assistance. We consider this

a particularly significant agreement which

serves U.S. interests in the Atlantic area and

supports Spain at a time when it is moving
into a new era in its domestic and inter-

national activities. We have suggested to the

Senate that a joint resolution for authoriza-

tion might be appropriate. We request that

the Congress take whatever measures are

necessary to authorize the funds in tlie

treaty.

In regard to Portugal, the supporting as-

sistance funds which we are requesting will

contribute to its ability to deal with massive

economic dislocations left in the wake of last

year's political turmoil and will help to sup-

port its emerging democratic process.

East Asia

In East Asia, we are continuing our secu-

rity relationship with the Republic of Korea.

As a result of Korea's continuing economic

progress, we are terminating our grant

material assistance program after fiscal year

1976 and are now requesting only those MAP
gi-ant funds needed to deliver material pre-

viously funded under MAP. If we receive

FMS funding levels requested in our fie

year 1977 program, we will complete the jo

U.S.-Republic of Korea modernization p,

begun in 1970. For its part, the Republic

Korea is now undertaking a further five-yi

force-improvement plan on its own initiat

and with its own resources. At the sa

time, we for our part expect to continue

request significant levels of FMS guaranti

loans in support of our mutual security

jectives in Korea.

We know the committee's concerns

human rights matters. The Korean hun

rights situation is an important element

our policy considerations. We have stron

made known our views to the Korean G
ernment and there should be no doubt ab

the concern of the United States on

human rights issue.

At the same time we cannot lose sight

our basic concerns over the security situat

on the Korean Peninsula and its importa

to the peace and security of the area. Our
quest is based on our own assessment of

need to maintain the military balance

Korea and is in support of our security

jectives in Korea, Japan, and East /

generally.

For Thailand we have requested continu

grant MAP and FMS credit funds. We
lieve the essential objectives of our supi

for Thai self-suflRciency remain valid.

Latin America

In Latin America, the common progi

denominator continues to be training. We
lieve that training provides, at minimal c

significant benefits in terms of working-l<

contacts between American officers and tl

Latin American counterparts, some of wl n

may be expected to rise to positions of lea(

ship in their respective governments. I)-,

posed FMS credits are modest in relatioi .o

both the purchasers' means and modern i-

tion requirements, and entirely consist it

with the tendency of Latin American go\i i-

ments to hold defense expenditures to a «

level in favor of development spending.
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^rica

ii

recent events in Africa iiave shown that

unilateral restraint cannot prevent the

iroduction of arms and great-power in-

•ests into this continent. We support self-

;ermination for the peoples of Africa and

iih to contribute to tlie peaceful resolution

» regional conflicts. As you are aware, I am
Binning to visit several African countries

\\ the near future, which will provide op-

pi^tunities to discuss with various national

ders our perceptions and evolving policies

th respect to conflict areas. Our security

istance program consists of modest FMS
idits for Ethiopia, Kenya, Liberia, and

ire. MAP is limited to Ethiopia. Low-key

lining efforts in these countries, plus

ana and Senegal, would enhance our pres-

; bilateral cooperation while minimizing

r military involvement.

Mr. Chairman, I have addressed my re-

,rks to the essentiality of our security as-

tance program, its place in our overall

eign policy design, and the basic criteria

der which it is employed. I have focused

the area of greatest present urgency, the

ddle East, and have reviewed our proposals

• other regions. I am now ready to respond

your questions on these or other matters

'taining to our security assistance program

planned for fiscal year 1977.

i cretary Discusses Proposed Sale

Transport Aircraft to Egypt

atement by Secretary Kissinger '

The President has asked me to convey to

u his strong support for the government-

-government cash sale of six C-130 trans-

rt aircraft to Egypt and for the training of

ryptians in the U.S. service schools. In the

•esidential Determination forwarded to

)ngress on March 25, the President stated

at this sale and such training will

rengthen the security of the United States

and promote world peace.^ I want to address

this morning the question of why we firmly

believe this to be the case.

We have felt from the beginning of our

discussion with Egypt about the C-130 sale

that, modest as it is, it represents a policy

decision that should be the subject of full

consultation between the executive and the

Legislature. This is particularly true in light

of the history of restrictive legislation re-

lating to our relationship with Egypt, legis-

lation that was enacted in a very different

era of U.S.-Egyptian relations.

I would like to begin by putting this sale

and the training in the context of the policy

we have been following in the Middle East

since 1973—with congressional support—to

help bring about a .settlement of the intrac-

table and complex Arab-Israeli dispute, to

support and insure the survival and security

of Israel, and to improve our relations with

the Arab states of the region. It has been vital

to this endeavor to gain and hold the confi-

dence of the Arab states most involved, as

well as to keep the confidence of Israel.

The Arab states—with some of whom we

had had little or no relationship for seven

years—had to develop confidence that we

took their concerns seriously and were pre-

pared to treat their legitimate needs fairly

and with sympathy. We were asking the

Arab leaders, in their own interests, to break

with the past and follow us in the difficult

steps that could lead to a negotiated peace.

Their confidence in us and in our capacity to

respond to their needs and interests was and

is essential if we are to maintain progress

toward a settlement.

Egypt, under President Sadat, has taken

the lead on the Arab side in cooperating with

our endeavors to help the region break out of

' Made before the Subcommittee on Foreign Assist-

ance of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations

on Apr. 2 (text from press release 157). The com-

plete transcript of the hearings will be published by

the committee and will be available from the Super-

intendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

= For text of Presidential Determination No. 76-11,

see 41 Fed. Reg. 14163, Apr. 2, 1976.

»ril 19, 1976
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the cycle of recurring war. Egypt has also

moved to reorient its policy, after more than

20 years, away from the Soviet Union and

toward the United States. These positive de-

velopments in Egyptian policy provide both

opportunities and challenges. The opportuni-

ties, I think, are clear, both in terms of our

bilateral relationship and in terms of our

search for peace. The challenges are equally

real.

The Arab world as a whole is aware of

what President Sadat has staked in signing

the Sinai II agreement with Israel, in abro-

gating the friendship treaty with the Soviet

Union, and in taking his economy off a war

basis and rebuilding the cities along the Suez

Canal. Other Arab states are skeptical that

he can derive sufficient benefit from this

new policy to make it advantageous for

Egypt.

Let me say a word about what I mean by

"advantageous for Egypt." For the first time

in the history of the Arab-Israeli dispute,

there are voices in the Arab world—Egypt
among them—that say they are prepared to

make peace with Israel. Given our fundamen-

tal commitment to Israel's right to exist, this

step was necessary before there could be

common ground for cooperation between the

United States and the Arab world in the

search for a political solution to the problems

that have brought four Arab-Israeli wars in

25 years.

Egypt seeks a peace that will meet its

legitimate concerns for sovereignty over

Arab territory and justice for the Palestin-

ians without bringing into question Israel's

right to exist in peace and security. Egypt
under President Sadat's leadership has

sought to throw off the shackles of the past.

We must seek to do the same in our relations

with Egypt.

We must, in other words, by the respon-

siveness of our policy, help give Sadat a posi-

tive answer to make it possible for him to

continue on the course he has chosen and

encourage the other Arab states to follow

his example. For this reason, and to build a

durable bilateral relationship, we have broad-

ened our ties with Egypt extensively in the

J

past two years, primarily in the econon

field. The Administration has requested $7

million to finance an economic assistance pi

gram with Egypt this year. The Public Lj

480 program adds about another $1

million.

A U.S.-Egyptian joint commission h

been established, and its activities ha

added a further dimension to our relatio

ship. There are biannual joint working groi

meetings in medicine and health ; educati

and culture; agriculture, science, and ec

nomics. These meetings, and the joint pre

ects developed by them, have resulted in

broadening of our relationship with Egy]

Our doctors talk with theirs about probler

of concern to us both. In other fields, Ame
can specialists are working closely with the

Egyptian counterparts. There are over 1

projects currently underway in Egypt uiid;

the aegis of the joint commission. The
projects are being funded by U.S.-own

Egyptian pounds which have been generat

by the Public Law 480 program.

In the private sector, a joint U.S.-Egypti;

business council has been formed and

headed by Thomas Murphy, chairman of i

board of General Motors Corporation. Th

council has helped Egyptian Government ol

cials to understand better how a modern mj

ket economy works today and in what w
government bureaucracies can facilitate p

vate investment and thereby accelerate ec

nomic development.

While the economic side of our relatio

ship will remain the most important. Pre;

dent Sadat considers that some evidence

American willingness to help meet his n

tional security needs through the sale

some military equipment would be very ir

portant to him. The supply of military equi

ment from the Soviet Union had largely drii

up during the course of 1975; and the abr

gation of the Egyptian-Soviet treaty, as w(

as the cancellation of Soviet access to Ale:

andria shipyard facilities, can only be e:

pected to cut Egypt off even more complete

from that source.

To meet President Sadat's needs for s

American gesture of this sort, we have dl
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ed to sell the six C-130's to Egypt and to

ovide some training for Egyptian military

rsonnel in American service schools. This

an indivdual step and sets no precedent

. r the future. There is no further comniit-

SHent
on our part.

What we are intending to do is clearly of

uch greater political than military impor-

nce. If we fail now to follow through—if

)ngress should reject the sale—it would

ive very serious consequences not only in

?ypt but throughout the Aral) world. The
pacity of the United States to respond to

vernments that adopt policies we favor

3uld be called into further question by

untries who have long been skeptical on

lis score.

.S. and Soviet Union To Continue

Negotiations on PNE Agreement

S'. statement '

The Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBT)
as signed on July 3, 1974, and scheduled to

ke effect on March 31, 1976. However, arti-

s III of that treaty calls for the United

ates and U.S.S.R. to negotiate a separate

rreement governing the conduct of under-

•ound nuclear explosions for peaceful pur-

)ses (PNE's). At the time of signing the

PBT and on several subsequent occasions,

e stated that in view of the close relation-

lip between the verification of a threshold

1 iniclear-weapon tests and the conduct of

;aceful nuclear explosions, we would not

esent the TTBT to the Senate for ratifica-

on until a satisfactory PNE agreement had

^en concluded.

The negotiations for a PNE agreement

;gan in October 1974 with the agreed

ajective of insuring that peaceful nuclear

^plosions would not be conducted so as to

' Read to news correspondents on Mar. 31 by Robert
Funseth, Special Assistant to the Secretary for

ress Relations; also made available to news corre-

loiidents at the White House.

provide weapons-related benefits that were

otherwise precluded by the TTBT. The two

sides have made considerable progress in

completing an agreement, and the negotia-

tions are continuing in Moscow to resolve the

few remaining issues.

The two sides hope that a satisfactory

agreement can be concluded within the next

several weeks. During this period, we expect

that neither side will conduct weapons tests

above the threshold of 150 kilotons. For the

immediate future, we have no plans for high-

yield weapons tests above the threshold of

150 kilotons.

Department Gives U.S. Position

on Developments in Lebanon

Following is a statement read to neivs cor-

respondents on March 29 by Robert L.

Funseth, Special Assistant to the Secretary

for Press Relations.

The situation in Lebanon has become more

acute during the past week, and we want to

make clear the U.S. position concerning de-

velopments there.

We believe that a resolution of the Leb-

anese crisis can only come with agreement

among the Lebanese on a basic political solu-

tion that gives adequate opportunity and

security to all groups and communities in the

country. The political compromise worked out

with constructive Syrian assistance in con-

nection with the January 22 cease-fire ap-

pears to us to provide a fair basis for such a

solution.

It appears to us, moreover, that a cease-

fire and an orderly and constitutional resolu-

tion of the Presidential question are neces-

sary if progress is to be made on the more
fundamental issues.

We believe that military intervention by

any outside party contains great dangers and

must be avoided.

The United States is prepared to help all

the parties toward a political solution on the

basis of these principles.
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Canada and the United States: The Framework and the Agenda

Address by Thomas 0. Enders

Ambassador to Canada '

When our two Secretaries of State met
here last fall, they officially graduated

Canada and the United States from a

"special" to a "unique" relationship. That

may have mystified some people whose
dictionaries said the two words mean the

same thing. But everyone agrees with the

two Secretaries that what we have going

between us is in many ways unique. Our
common roots ; the shared experience of peo-

pling the continent; the vastness and the

extraordinarily powerful growth of travel,

economic exchange, communication between

us; the fact that we not only proclaim our

friendship but really like each other—all of

this seems without parallel.

But let me ask you to look for a moment
at Canada and the United States in another

way—as an advance model of the relation-

ships which will exist in the 21st century

between all the industrial democracies.

Everywhere—Europe, Japan, and America—
you find countries being drawn together

in the same way. Trade and travel gen-

erally grow much faster between coun-

tries than within them. Most industrial

countries, not just one or two, are i-apidly

increasing their investment abroad. We al-

ready have each other's radio; increasingly

we have each other's television; when TV
satellites begin in a decade, television will

cease to be a domestic matter and become
wholly international.

' Made before a luncheon meeting of the Canadian
Club at Ottawa on Mar. 23.

Everywhere in the industrial world yc

also find the same eff'ects of interdependenc

As countries grow closer, more players g(

into the act. No longer are national admini:

trations exclusively or even mainly t\

medium for relations between countries. Th

other power centers—parliaments, region,

and local governments, regulatory bodies-

well as individuals and firms—all condu<

more and more business across frontiers.

As countries grow closer, too, they ofte

find that they can't lessen dependence in or

sector without increasing it in others. F(

example, if a country invests heavily i

resource self-sufficiency, it may become lei

competitive in manufacturing; if it restric

trade, it may become more dependent c

foreign investment.

Most of us are pretty ambivalent aboi

this vast movement toward interdependenc

We know that growing exchanges are nece

sary to our prosperity, to the vitality of oi

arts and sciences. We know that no goveri

ment—not yours, not mine—has much powe

over these trends: we can retard a little her

accelerate a little there, but not change th

direction. But our need to be ourselves, to ej

ercise sovereignty, to control our own destin

remains as intense and as fundamental a

ever. Indeed, maybe it's more intense.

For the industrial democracies to succee

in the next generation we have to meet bot

of these conflicting needs. We must be abl

to pursue our separate destinies; we mus
protect the immensity of our joint interests

In this regard Canada and the Unitei
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tates are like the rest of the industrial

emocracies, only more so. The process of

iterdependence has gone much further here

lian elsewhere.

I think it is fair to say that in the genera-

ion following World War II, Canada and

lie United States achieved a substantial suc-

ess in meeting both of the conflicting needs

f interdependence. On the one hand, oui-

cade, our capital flows, our travel, our

:ientific and cultural exchanges grew at

ites unprecedented anywhere, giving power-

il impulse to our prosperity. On the other

and, we showed how our relationship could

volve to meet new needs. Within a genera-

on we moved from the occasionally senti-

leiital celebration of our similarities to the

iticulate pursuit of separate national

urposes.

In the 1970's we have both been subject

) major shocks, and a sense of economic

isecurity has spread throughout North

Lmerica. The collapse of the postwar

loiietary system in 1971 and the devaluation

f the U.S. dollar, the OPEC [Organization

f Petroleum Exporting Countries] embargo

f 1973 with the new consciousness of

esource vulnerability it produced, the wide-

pread joblessness of the recession in 1975,

nd most of all, the high inflation of these last

ears have all weakened our confidence,

igainst this background, there has been

ome turbulence between us. We have had

ifficulty in solving all problems to mutual

atisfaction. Some have even predicted that

lie relationship would develop in an adver-

ary mode.

Now confidence is returning throughout

he industrial world. Although far from con-

uered, the energy crisis is better under-

tood, and the first adjustments to it made,

^though it remains a threat, inflation is

iminishing. The slow-paced but strong re-

overy underway has a fair chance of lead-

ng to another period of sustained expansion.

t is the right time to consider how we would

ike the relations between Canada and the

Jnited States to evolve in the next few years.

Perspectives on Areas of Disagreement

Let me start with some of the issues on

which we have differed these past years: oil

and gas pricing and supplies, cable television

commercial deletion and substitution, invest-

ment, and potash. There are four reflections

I would like to make to see whether I can

put the issues I have mentioned into per-

spective.

First, the common characteristic in these

issues is that in each case actions were taken

or proposed that had the effect of restricting

exchanges between us. The overall image

they give is one of cutting back. Moreover,

it is cutting back by one of the two partners,

for the actions on which we have differed

were for the most part taken by you. It is

for that reason that Americans have asked

what their meaning is and wondered where

we are going from here.

Second, neither the U.S. Government nor

the American citizens and firms involved con-

test the full and entire right of Canadian

authorities to take these actions, but equity

has been an issue. People on my side of the

border have felt that their interests were

not being taken into account.

Third, in only a few cases is the impact of

these actions on U.S. national interests

major, although regional impact can be sub-

stantial. But the cun'ent sense of economic

insecurity is such on both sides of the border

that these differences, remaining unresolved,

have been perceived as more threatening

than they would have been in the past.

In oil, our goal, like yours, is to bring

domestic prices toward world levels. A phas-

ing-in of Canadian export prices would have

eased our adjustment, but it was not

essential. The phase-out of Canadian oil ex-

ports is tough to adjust to ; but it need not be

a fundamental setback to us, given Canadian

willingness to encourage swaps to the captive

refineries on the northern tier of American

states. A larger part of our oil imports will

be sourced in insecure supplies, but the con-

tingency plan agreed by the International
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Energy Agency, including Canada and the

United States, provides for sharing import

shortfalls due to selective or general em-

bargoes. And frankly, Canadian oil has been

pricing itself out of the market.

The stakes in gas are greater. Although

some adjustment has been and is still pos-

sible—we still use some of the imported gas

for electricity generation, for example—U.S

customers have few options if Canada cuts

the supply or raises the price of natural gas.

American consumers wonder why Canadian

gas must not just match, but continually lead,

free market prices in the United States.

The stakes in television commercial dele-

tion and substitution are not great in material

terms. The immediate argument is about a

gross advertising budget accruing to U.S.

stations of $20 million. But the dispute has

attracted public interest and seems to pose

questions of principle far beyond its com-

mercial impact.

In investment the question is whether

and how the rules under which investment

has been attracted or encouraged will be

changed before it is amortized. The United

States understands that your authorities

will wish to decide whether and under what
conditions foreign enterprise can establish in

Canada. But once established, we believe

that it should be given national treatment.

Nor do we contest the right of your authori-

ties to expropriate—or buy into—U.S. enter-

prises for authentic public purposes, pro-

vided payment is made fullj', promptly, and

effectively. But we are concerned where

takeover is used to gain a quasi-monopoly

position. Saskatchewan's proposal to acquire

half the potash capacity in its province

would give it control of one-third of the U.S.

potash supply. Although welcome, statements

that this power would be used benignly are

not adequate reassurance.

Whatever the precise material impact of

these actions, the general sense of economic

insecurity makes them appear more than

threatening. Although it is true that by

objective standards the average family in

both our countries has never been better off,

many feel impoverished. The energy crisis

and recession have contributed, but prolonget

inflation is the major cause. Canada and th

United States have always bargained har<

together, but recently our mutual sensitivit;

to even marginal changes in economic ar

rangements has become much greater.

Fourth, the assertion of Canadian nationa

purpose is not an issue between us. Ameri
cans understand and respect it. We expec

you to be yourselves. We understand wh;

you wish to diversify your foreign interests

we will cooperate with that effort. Fev

Americans who have dealt with Canada hav
ever doubted the separateness of Canadiai

interests and destiny.

At the same time we are both consciou

that the end of the "special relationship'

frees us both from historical hangups ii

pursuing our interests. In the future we wil

not negotiate together on the basis of ex

ceptional dispensations and concessions, bu

as we do with other countries. This is

sound and fundamental development in ou

relationship.

New Problems and New Opportunities

So much for the past. Let me turn to th

future. The world is again changing. Th(

great economic shocks are now behind uSI

Our economies are again moving forwarc

The recovery from the double crisis of re

cession and inflation is painfully slow, bu

we are recovering. We can be at the threshol

of another prolonged expansion that agail

off'ers the means not now available for a ne\\

transformation of our societies.

The problems we will face in the nex

years will be quite diff'erent than the one

we have faced. They will demand new form

of cooperation between us.

More and more it is coming through tha

the energy crisis translates into a questio:

of how to mobilize the vast capital invest

ments needed to exploit such opportunitie

as the Arctic, the continental shelf, our coa

gasification, and your tar sands. In neithe

country is resource availability itself an;

longer the main issue.

Indeed, investment may be the critica
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^ssue throughout our economies in the com-

(ing decade. Its lag is the reason why this

^recovery is only half as fast as others in the

postwar period. Added energy needs, the

nsing cost of environmental protection, the

leed to avoid in the future the supply bot-

:lenecks that choked off the last expansion

—all mean that sustained growth in the fu-

ure will require proportionately much more

;apital formation than in the past. In the

United States both liberals and conservatives

ire beginning to ask whether we will not

lave to run sustained budget surpluses or

)ecome, like you, major capital importers to

ivoid capital-market crunches.

Canada-U.S. economic relations are also

•hanging. You have had more success than

ve in sustaining economic activity in this

ecession: your unemployment has been

i^hter than ours, while our price-wage per-

ormance, although not good, has been bet-

er than yours. As a result, the U.S.

)ayments deficit of the early 1970's with

anada has turned into a substantial surplus,

inanced by large capital imports by Canada.

\lS your price-wage spiral slows down and

s our recovery proceeds, our economies will

irobably move back into synchronization.

)Ut most projections show substantial capi-

al imports by Canada continuing into the

980's on the assumption of a medium
rowth rate. Decision by Canada either to

un the economy at a significantly lower

ate than the United States, or to take

leasures to cut consumption and increase

avings, could of course reduce or eliminate

hat need.

At the same time the economy is turning

xpansionary, it is being brought home to

s again how insecure the world is. The steady

ear-in-year-out increase in Soviet conven-

ional military capability is calling into

uestion the military balance in Central

Europe. If the NATO allies do not meet the

hallenge by increasing their own capability

mount a nonnuclear defense in Europe,

t'e will be forced back toward a tripwire

ituation with all its jeopardies.

With the great economic shocks behind

s, should we not also put behind us the

defensive, sometimes restrictionary, mode

of relationship to which they gave rise? If

we do not, I believe we cannot master the

new problems and opportunities now thrust-

ing upon us.

Points of Reference for New Approach

What sort of an approach should we

adopt? I believe there are five points of

reference.

First, of course, consult before taking ac-

tion that affects the other country. This, and

its corollary—willingness to consider accom-

modation where appropriate—is fundamen-

tal. As a result of the initiative of Minister

MacEachen [Allan MacEachen, Secretary of

State for External Affairs], consultation

has become a recognized goal between us. It

is developing particularly well in the field of

environment, where the concept is emerging

of contact in advance of development that

might cause pollution. Current examples are

the Sage Creek coal development in British

Columbia and the Garrison Diversion project

in North Dakota.

Second, build in predictability. Uncertain-

ty has been a corrosive force in the field of

energy exchanges; it has been of some con-

cern in investment.

In energy, you now export to us a million

barrels a day in oil equivalent in oil, gas,

and electricity. We export to you 200,000

barrels a day in oil equivalent, essentially m
coking and steam coal. When net crude oil

exports are eliminated in accordance with

your decision, current contracts would call

for somewhat less than a half million bar-

rels a day in oil equivalent in energy ex-

ports fi'om you, and perhaps half that much
from us, yours in the Pacific Northwest and

a range of border states, ours in Ontario.

Would it not be in our interest to consider

together how better to assure predictability

in prices and supplies in each of these flows?

In investment we have the same two-way

flow, only it is far more massive and far

more important. U.S. policy is to maintain

an open capital market in our own country.

We recognize Canada's desire to review the
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new establishment of foreign firms against

criteria of national benefit. Provided all for-

eign firms, U.S. and others, are treated

alike, that review process is not an issue be-

tween us. But if we think that major two-

way flows are in our mutual interest as an

impulse to growth, then we should make the

conditions of capital exchange as stable and

as little onerous as possible.

Third, de-bilateralize where appropriate.

This has always been a major element in

strategies for handling Canada-U.S. rela-

tions. In a wide range of areas we have

sought to bring our relationships under

multilateral codes, with agreed procedures

for negotiation and settlement of differ-

ences. Canada and the United States took

the lead, for example, in developing rules to

govern trade and payments in GATT [Gen-

eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade], in

the IMF [International Monetary Fund], in

the OECD [Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development]. We are both

committed to make the current multilateral

trade negotiations a major success, and we
can use that negotiation to solve many of

our bilateral trading problems. The same
applies to the law of the sea negotiations,

which are now reaching the critical stage.

And in the last two years we have made
progress in developing multilateral frame-

works for energy and investment, two areas

where they have been absent in the past.

Fourth, try to deal with each issue on its

own terms. In the past we've generally tried

to avoid trade-offs on unrelated questions.

Of course, few important decisions have been

made either in the Canadian Cabinet or in

the U.S. Administration without asking how
the rest of the relationship was going. But
both of us have felt that to link various is-

sues at different stages of ripeness, with

different regional constituencies and differ-

ent supporting interests, would make them
less solvable, not more. Some now, on both

sides of the border, are urging us to start

linking issues. That would be wrong. Across-

the-board bargaining could easily produce

frustration and, quite possibly, brawls. But
it is obvious that we can avoid linkage only
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if we can show that good progress can b

made in the case-by-case approach.

Fifth, go for the expansionary solutioi

We must not play Canada-U.S. relations as

zero-sum game where what we get you los

and what you get we lose. Nothing could b

more destructive of our mutual interests an

of our mutual confidence. Instead we shoul

aim for the solution that does not take awa
from either of us, but permits a new highe

level balance of advantage to emerge.

That is what we did when faced with th

conflict between Canada's interest in protec

ing jobs and investment in its automotive ii

dustry and our joint interest in the mo5

efficient possible production of cars an

trucks. Instead of dividing the industr

with tariff walls, we integrated it under

duty-free regime, with growth in Canadiai

employment and capacity safeguardec

Everybody has a different view on the pn

cise numbers in that deal. But few in eithe

country challenge the concept.

The expansionary solution is also whi

you chose when Canada stated its intentic

to assert a new role in the world by divers

fying its foreign political and economic rel»

tions—the famous "third option." Canaci

made clear that it would do so not by brea.

ing or lessening its ties to the United State

and not by discriminating against us, but I

building new ties to other countries. V
responded that we understood and cou

fully cooperate with that.

Defense and fisheries are current oppo

tunities for such expansionary action. G
transmission is a possible candidate, i

though neither country can now know whe:

its interest will lie.

Canada's decision to upgrade its militai

equipment is timely and important. The Ion;

range patrol aircraft Canada proposes to a
quire will make NATO's ability to mount
sustained nonnuclear defense in Europe si;

nificantly more credible by helping to assui

resupply by sea. The proposed purchase is

major one, but it may generate through of

set agreements an equivalent amount of bus

ness for Canadian industry or even more,

sustained effort to satisfy the necessai
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erms and conditions is being made on both

.ides. I am hopeful that this purchase, al-

eady agreed in principle, will soon be made
inal. Both your reequipment program and

airs can be expected to generate substantial

ipportunities for two-way trade in the next

ears.

In fisheries we may have an important new
ipportunity to find for the decades-old sal-

non problem a solution that expands oppor-

unities for fishing interests on both sides of

he border. Equally urgently, we must find a

vay to accommodate each other's fishing in-

erests in the expected 200-mile coastal eco-

lomic zone before it comes into effect.

In gas transmission neither country can

low know what its interest is: whether eco-

lomic, social, and environmental factors

avor separate systems or a joint pipeline

or bringing North Slope and Mackenzie

)elta gas to market. But we have a mutual

nterest in acting so that we each can keep

ur options open until data is available on

t^hich to base decisions. As they now shape

p, the timetables on both sides would dove-

ail with results of the Canadian Na-

ional Energy Board hearings and the in-

uiry of Canadian Justice Berger expected

iter this year and with the Federal Power
Commission recommendation to the Presi-

!ent expected in early 1977.

lesponse to New Environment

I do not ofl'er here a blueprint or a pro-

gram. Canada-U.S. relations are constantly

hanging. There are always new opportuni-

ies, and there are often new differences.

The five points are suggested only as guides

ir references. I have drawn them from an

malysis of how we have succeeded and how
ve have failed in the past. But they are in-

ended to respond to the new environment

)f an expanding world economy and a de-

;eriorating world security picture. In con-

:rast to the time of economic trouble from

tvhich we are now slowly emerging, objective

conditions within the next few years are

•nuch more likely to push us to new coopera-

tion than to new clashes of interest. We

should not let our own attitudes lag behind.

Our two societies are among the most suc-

cessful the world has known. They have pro-

duced not only prosperity but a personal lib-

erty and a possibility for social change that

is unmatched anywhere. In different ways

each is based on the diffusion, or even an

opposition of, powers and on the organized

tension among them. But neither country

could survive without a widely shared sense

of the common good.

The only thing that could really threaten

our future would be the loss of that sense of

the common good, so that our domestic poli-

tics would be organized into a purely adver-

sary process. That is why we fear sustained

inflation so much, for prolonged price in-

creases make it every man for himself. That

is why we have been so shaken by the energy

crisis, for it brought out the instinct of

hoarding in us. That is why sustained unem-

ployment can be so dangerous, for it sets the

working against the jobless.

The same reflections apply to the way in

which Canada and the United States relate

to each other. It is necessary and right that

there should always be a careful calculus of

interest and constant bargaining between us.

But there must also be a sense of the com-

mon good, of what advantages us both, of

what will make us both grow.

I am optimistic about the way relations

between Canada and the United States will

develop in the next few years. We all should

be. It is our mutual interest to succeed to-

gether. I also think it is the will of both our

countries that we should succeed.

Letters of Credence

Australia

The newly appointed Ambassador of Aus-

tralia, Nicholas Fancourt Parkinson, pre-

.sented his credentials to President Ford on

March 16. For texts of the Ambassador's

remarks and the President's reply, see De-

partment of State press release dated

March 16.

I
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THE CONGRESS

The Triangular Relationship of the United States,

the U.S.S.R., and the People's Republic of China

Statement by Winston Lord
Director, Policy Planning Staff '

I appreciate this opportunity to participate

in your committee's examination of one of

tlie most critical subjects in foreign policy:

the triangular relationship of the United

States, the Soviet Union, and the People's

Republic of China. Our relations with the

world's largest country and with the world's

most populous country are cardinal elements

in our pursuit of a more secure and moderate

international system.

The Soviet Union possesses great industrial

prowess and military strength. It is directed

by leaders dedicated to developing Soviet

power and enhancing Soviet influence. Aside

from ourselves, only the U.S.S.R. has stra-

tegic capabilities and conventional forces with

a global reach. It is thus at once our principal

rival in a geopolitical contest and an inevi-

table partner if we are to help shape a more
positive globe. There can be no higher im-

perative than insuring that the vast nuclear

arsenals we each hold are never used—for

the ensuing holocaust could engulf not only

our two countries but civilization itself. Our
own security and global stability hinge funda-

mentally upon the success of our endeavors

to manage this relationship.

China as well is a vast nation, with one-

^ Made before the Subcommittee on Future Foreign
Policy Research and Development of the House
Committee on International Relations on Mar. 23.

The complete transcript of the hearings will be pub-
lished by the committee and will be available from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

quarter of the world's population, a long and

rich history, impressive economic potential,

a growing nuclear capability, and substantial

political influence. There can be no lasting

equilibrium in Asia, and ultimately in the

world, without China's constructive partici-

pation. Building a positive and durable re-

lationship with that nation is at the heart

of our international policy.

U.S. Policy Toward the U.S.S.R.

The relationship with the Soviet Union has

been a central challenge for America for

three decades. The power of the U.S.S.R. is

continuing to grow. The United States could

not have prevented the Soviet Union's rise

to the stature of a superpower, nor can we
make its power disappear. Our objective is

to create inhibitions against the Soviets using

their strength in ways that jeopardize our

interests or those of our friends and, over

time, to channel their energies in more pos-

itive directions. This is no simple task, for

the conditions are unprecedented : we have

competing national interests; our ideologies

and values clash ; we each possess arsenals of

awesome destructiveness ; and each of us can

project its influence throughout the world.

President Ford and Secretary Kissinger

have recently set forth our approach toward

the Soviet Union in considerable detail. Let

me, therefore, just briefly review the high-

Hghts.

We must pursue a complex dual policy.
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)n the one hand, we need to demonstrate

trength and resolve. We and our allies must
laintain levels of military capability suffi-

ient to dissuade the Soviet Union from seek-

\g to further its positions by force. And we
nist firmly oppose adventurism.

On the other hand, we must seek to shape

10 re constructive bilateral relations and
lol)al patterns of restraint and cooperation.

I'e must work for reliable agreements to

niit strategic arms on both sides. We must
e prepared to resolve political disputes

irough negotiation. Developing bilateral

es in commercial and many other areas on

le basis of reciprocal benefits is an important

xrt of this process; it can help encourage

oviet interests in improved relations and
loderate international conduct.

In short, we need both to maintain pen-

ties for irresponsible Soviet behavior and
) develop incentives for Moscow to pursue

more constructive course.

There have been positive accomplishments.

'e concluded one major agreement on stra-

gic arms; and we are working toward a

imprehensive second accord which—for the

•st time—would place a ceiling on the stra-

gic arms race, thus reducing the threat

nuclear war and enabling us to avoid ex-

?nditures on forces that would have only

arginal military or political utility. We
u'e eased tensions and negotiated solutions

1 a number of problems ; for example, the

ur-power agreement on Berlin defused one

the traditional crisis areas. We have ex-

mded our relations with the U.S.S.R. in

•mmerce, technology, and many other fields

1 the basis of mutual benefit; for example,

st year's grain agreement, while helping

meet Soviet requirements, assured profits

' our farmers, alleviated pressures on our

•ices, and protected our traditional foreign

istomers against unrestricted Soviet forays

to our market during future periods of

lort supply.

If we have made significant progress on
ime fronts, problems remain on others,

ost serious is the imperative of prevent-

g expansionism and the exacerbation of

'gional conflicts. In Angola, the Soviet

Union and a Cuban expeditionary force in-

tervened to impose a solution on a turbulent

local struggle. To allow such a pattern to

develop without opposition would create a

dangerous destabilizing trend in world aflTairs.

Leaders of nations in Africa and elsewhere

would tailor their perceptions and decisions

accordingly. Continued American passivity

would send misleading signals to the Soviet

Union, and China as well. We might well face

harder choices and higher risks in the future.

We have made clear to Soviet leaders that

persistent attempts to gain unilateral advan-

tage could not help but damage the state of

our relations and thereby undermine global

stability.

Thus we face the long-term challenge of

maintaining a stable balance and striving to

go beyond this to build a peaceful and secure

world. While Americans can reasonably dis-

agree on the tactical details of our policy

toward Moscow, I believe that for the fore-

seeable future any Administration will need

to follow this two-track approach.

Let me now turn to our relations with

the other major Communist state.

U.S. Policy Toward China

Mutual concerns and incentives prompted

the United States and the People's Republic

of China to launch a new beginning together

after two decades of hostility and isolation.

Our shared interests provide the foundation

for a durable and growing relationship.

Positive relations with the People's Repub-

lic of China oflFer us a variety of benefits:

improved prospects for preserving global

equilibrium ; reduced dangers of conflict in

Asia, an area where the interests of all the

world's major powers intersect; the growth

of mutually beneficial bilateral ties, including

cultural and educational exchanges, and com-

mercial opportunities; and possibilities for

cooperation or compatible action on global

issues.

The Chinese also derive advantages from
this relationship : a hedge against Soviet dip-

lomatic and military pressures, broader ac-

cess to the international community, oppor-
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tunities for trade and technology, and the

prospect of progress on the Taiwan question.

We and the Chinese share common con-

cerns that the world remain free from
domination by military force or blackmail

—

"hegemony," as we have described it in our

various communiques. We have also agreed

to pursue the normalization of our relations.

We remain dedicated to these objectives as

set forth in the Shanghai communique.
There has been significant progress. Ex-

tensive and wide-ranging talks between oui'

two leaderships have deepened mutual per-

ceptions—reducing the risks of miscalcula-

tions where we disagree and increasing the

chances for parallel actions where we agree.

Our respective approaches to various regions

and problems often reinforce one another.

We have established liaison offices in each

other's capitals. "\\'e have increased trade and

promoted scientific and cultural exchanges.

The Taiwan question presents some difli-

cult issues. We have acknowledged that

Chinese on both sides of the Taiwan Strait

maintain that there is but one China, of

which Taiwan is a part; and we do not

challenge that position. We have affirmed our

own interest in a peaceful resolution of the

Taiwan issue by the Chinese themselves. And
with that prospect in mind we have reduced

our forces on Taiwan—10,000 at the time

the Shanghai communique was signed, less

than 2,500 now. This process will continue.

There is understanding on both sides about

the pace at which our relations have evolved.

At the same time we cannot afford to be

complacent. We see important national in-

terests served by a consolidation of this re-

lationship. We see no evidence thus far that

foreign policy is a significant issue in the

current campaign with the P.R.C., although,

as in any country, there is a necessary re-

lationship between domestic politics and the

pursuit of foreign policy objectives. The
Chinese, in a variety of ways, continue to

signal to us their continuing interest in sus-

taining and developing Sino-American rela-

tions. In any event, the crucial factor for the

Chinese will be their perception of the

strength, steadiness, and vision of the Unitec

States on the world scene.

The basic decisions on how we will com
plete the normalization process have not ye

been made, but the direction of our policy ii

clear. We are confident that with mutua
efforts we will move ahead progressively t(

strengthen our ties.

The Sino-Soviet Dispute

The Sino-Soviet dispute remains a funda

mental feature of the contemporary globa

setting.

The roots of this rivalry run deep. Ther

are numerous and longstanding territorif

and political disputes. These are compounde
by perceptions of ideological heresy, racia

tension, memories of past betrayals, and th

convictions of political leaders on both side;

The relationship is also marked by the classi

characteristics of rivalry between two powei

ful neighbors. Mutual suspicions are reir

forced by military buildups in the borde

areas and intense competitive maneuverin

for positions in Asia and beyond.

While war is by no means unimaginable, :

seems improbable when both sides posse.'

impressive deterrent capabilities. The moi

likely prospect is continued confrontatio

and geopolitical competition. The basic coi

flicts of interests, the clash of ideologies, th

readiness of forces deployed on the border

the intensity of mutual suspicions—all suj

gest that the present pattern will continu-

Nevertheless, we must not regard the Sine

Soviet confrontation as an immutable coi

dition. While renewal of a tight Sino-Sovit

alliance is difficult to conceive, at least

limited improvement in relations cannot t

ruled out. It is possible that the Russians an

Chinese may come to see incentives for moc

erating their bilateral relations—their desii

for greater diplomatic flexibility in their dea

ings with us and with others, the lessenin

of at least border tensions, the opening

caused by leadership successions in bot

countries.

We have no crystal ball. Rather than speci
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late on the future course of Sino-Soviet re-

lations, let me specify more precisely the U.S.

perspective:

—We did not create the dispute. It springs

from sources independent of our will or our

policy. To attempt to manipulate the rivalry,

to ineddle in it, or to take sides would be

dangerous, indeed self-defeating.

—At the same time, in a triangular re-

lationship it is undeniably advantageous for

us to have better relations with each of the

other two actors than they have with one

another. But it does not follow that we would

want to see this rivalry escalate into con-

flirt. As history abundantly attests, large-

scale clashes among major powers are ex-

L-eedingly difficult to contain. In addition to

tragic loss of life in the region, there would

loom great dangers for global stability.

—Neither can we genuinely wish to see the

two major Communist powers locked once

again in close alliance. Clearly this would

pose fresh dangers in the world. A limited

thaw in Sino-Soviet relations, however, would

not automatically redound to our disadvan-

tage, provided it was not based on shared op-

position to the United States.

—Our interests compel us to pursue our

well-established policies of seeking improved

relations with both the U.S.S.R. and China.

Both courses are essential for maintaining

a global equilibrium and shaping a more

peaceful and positive international structure.

The record to date suggests that improve-

ment in our ties with one does not harm our

ties with the other. Indeed, our relations

with both countries were perhaps most active

and positive during the same period, in

1972-73.

—We therefore do not intend to be in-

structed by either party on the course we
should adopt toward its rival. Our policies

must be dictated by our interests, not by

others' injunctions. At the same time, we will

make clear that we are not colluding with, or

accommodating, one at the expense of the

other.

—With both the Soviets and Chinese we

have deep differences in national interests

and purposes. We also have ideologies and

values that clash, including our approach to

human rights and individual freedom. We will

not maintain any illusions or attempt to hide

our differences. But in the thermonuclear age,

we have an obligation to our people and the

world to moderate our relationships. We must

seek to move not only from confrontation to

coexistence but onward to cooperation.

—Our success in managing our relations

with both nations depends fundamentally on

the strength and vitality of our alliances with

Western Europe and Japan. We must pre-

serve the integrity of those bonds if we are

to deal effectively with potential adversaries,

and we must harmonize our policies with our

allies lest differential approaches generate

competition among friends. Our partnerships

with the industrial democracies come first in

our diplomacy; they will not be jeopardized

in the pursuit of other objectives.

—Finally, the progress of our policies to-

ward both the Soviets and the Chinese re-

quires a solid domestic foundation: our

material strength, our unity of purpose, our

appreciation of the realities around us.

Neither Moscow nor Peking will respect us if

we do not act with determination and vision

in the world. Thus our first priority in this

aspect of our foreign policy, as in all others,

is to heal our divisions at home and act

once again as a confident, purposeful inter-

national power.

This is a complex policy, but it is dictated

by the objective conditions of international

relations today. In the past Americans have

had the luxury of emphasizing one strand of

policy at a time—either resistance to ad-

venturism or cooperation with others for

mutual benefit. The challenge of our era

—

in a world of competing values, nuclear

weapons, and interdependence—is to pursue

both at the same time.

The issues at stake run far deeper than

questions of any one faction or party or Ad-
ministration. The imperatives of shaping

stable relations with the Soviet Union and
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the People's Republic of China will be with

us for as far ahead as we can see. This long-

range challenge, indeed all that we do in the

world, will crucially require the cohesion of

the American people and cooperation between

the executive and legislative branches.

I remain confident that, after a turbulent

decade, we will demonstrate our resiliency and

once again achieve peace at home so that we
can better promote peace in the world.

Department Discusses U.S. Policy

on Possible Use of Nuclear Weapons

Folloiving is a .statement by George S. Vest,

Director, Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs,

made before the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Security and Scientific Affairs of the

House Committee on International Relations

on March 25}

I welcome this opportunity to discuss with

you the issues relating to the possible initial

use of nuclear weapons. The Department of

State shares the concern underlying the pro-

posals which these hearings are considering.

"We must try to make nuclear war less likely

and do so in ways which preserve this coun-

try's security.

I would Hke to discuss first the reasoning

which underlies our policy regarding the

initial use of nuclear weapons. The central

objective of U.S. strategic nuclear forces is

to deter nuclear attack on and nuclear

coercion of the United States and its allies.

This objective requires as a minimum that

these forces, even after absorbing an all-out

first strike, be able to inflict an unacceptable

level of damage on our enemies. In addition,

we must maintain an overall military capa-

bility that can meet any level of enemy attack

' The complete transcript of the hearings will be
published by the committee and will be available

from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

with a deliberate and credible response. Re-

cent improvements in U.S. strategic forces

and in command and control are intended to

enhance the flexibility of our forces to meet
all these contingencies. Flexibility—that is,

the ability to use our forces in a variety of

ways—should help to decrease the chance of

aggression.

I want to emphasize that this policy in

no sense implies that the United States is

embracing as our national policy the concept

of a disarming first strike. By "disarming

first strike," I mean an attack designed to

deprive a potential enemy of its basic stra-

tegic retaliatory capability. We recognize

that an attempt to develop a capability for

such an attack could be destabilizing in a

crisis situation and thus contrary to our best

interests.

In point of fact, neither we nor the Soviet

Union now or foreseeably have the technical

means of acquiring a first-strike capability.

Our strategic arsenal is sufficiently large,

flexible, diversified, and survivable so that

our basic retaliatory force would survive an

enemy first strike. The U.S.S.R. has the same
capacity.

Turning to the question of how best to

deter a conventional attack, our reasoning is

that the primary defense against such an

attack is the conventional capability of the

United States allied to the collective or indi-

vidual conventional capabilities of our

partners. Because of the horrors of nuclear

warfare, we believe that this must continue

to be our policy. We cannot, however, cate-

gorically rule out the tactical use of nuclear

weapons in response to major nonnuclear ag-

gression if such an attack could not be con-

tained by conventional forces. While such an

eventuality may be extremely remote, in

situations where our vital interests are at

stake our choice must not be restricted to

either holocaust or surrender; rather we
must maintain the option for limited use of

nuclear weapons to achieve a limited political

and military objective.
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I believe this reasoning is valid in a world

.here nuclear forces exist, where resources

or conventional forces are finite, where ten-

ions remain, where countries continue to

ely on U.S. power to assist in deterring ag-

ression, and where the United States is also

ependent on its allies to mount an adequate

3vel of deterrent force.

Let me now turn from the basic reasoning

nderlying our position on the use of nuclear

.eapons to the issues raised by these hear-

ngs.

I see three specific points which the Con-

ress might address as it considers the var-

nis proposals before this subcommittee.

The first and most basic question, of

ourse, is: What would be the effect on de-

errence and on control of escalation if the

Inited States were to renounce the possibil-

y of being the first to use nuclear weapons ?

t is axiomatic, I would maintain, that U.S.

uclear capabiUty and the willingness to use

; are fundamental factors in deterring the

utbreak of war or in deterring the escalation

f a war to levels of intensity that could

roperly be described as a nuclear holocaust.

A potential aggressor could interpret an
imerican renunciation of the first use of nu-

lear weapons as a guarantee that he could

se any level of conventional forces without

ear of provoking a nuclear response. This

iterpretation would undermine the implicit

scalatory risk which is central to deterring

ggression against the United States and its

Hies. Moreover, by reducing any enemy's
ncertainty, renunciation of first use would
reatly simplify his planning and conduct of

onventional operations.

I think that we should also consider the

ffects on our planning of a policy which
/ould limit policymakers to a choice of either

onventional response or possible defeat. One
aight cynically argue that in the final anal-

sis all bets are off if the United States were
aced with an impending defeat, but I think

ve should recognize that a delay in using a

imited number of small-yield nuclear weap-
ms might require the United States to plan

on using more and larger nuclear weapons

later to stave off defeat.

Present U.S. defense concepts envisage

limited nuclear retaliation if necessary to

demonstrate resolve to an attacker, to gain

time for renewed diplomatic action to control

escalation, or to convince the aggressor to

restore the status quo. This approach, we
believe, does not increase the likelihood of

nuclear war but, on the contrary, reduces it

by strengthening deterrence and thus reduc-

ing the possibility that war will break out in

the first place.

A second question is: What would be the

effect on our allies of a U.S. renunciation of

first use? The security relationships we have

with these countries have contributed to the

stability of entire regions of the world. The
present strategic parity between ourselves

and the Soviet Union makes all the more im-

portant the maintenance of the collective

strength of our alliance systems.

In my judgment, if we were to sever the

escalatory ladder between conventional de-

fense and strategic retaliation, allied states

might doubt U.S. willingness to employ its

strategic forces for their defense. The gen-

eral effect would be to undermine our allies'

faith in our commitments and cause them to

question the willingness of the United States

to come to their aid against any kind of

armed aggression.

A third important question is : What would

be the effect of a renunciation of first use on

the likelihood of nuclear-weapon prolifera-

tion? I fear that renunciation would raise

the question of whether an attack on our

allies would become more likely because po-

tential enemies have been assured that the

United States and the allies would only re-

spond conventionally.

Reducing the protection of our nuclear

umbrella might cause some near-nuclear-

weapon states to decide that they could no

longer fully rely on us to assist in deterrence

and defense and that they should therefore

develop their own nuclear-weapon capability.

I believe that this might also be the case
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even with the more limited proposal to for-

swear first use against non-nuclear-weapon

states party to the Nonproliferation Treaty

(NPT).

A no-first-use policy against non-nuclear-

weapon states party to the NPT is designed,

obviously, to encourage wider NPT adherence

and enhance the security of NPT parties. The

most pressing security concern, however, for

many non-nuclear-weapon states is often the

possibility of conventional armed conflict

—

probably with neighboring non-nuclear-weap-

on states—and not the activities of the major

nuclear powers. To the extent that nuclear

weapons are the object of concern in such

situations, it is typically, if not invariably,

the fear that their neighbors might develop

these weapons, thereby upsetting regional

power relationships. I question whether a

no-first-use policy adopted by the United

States would alleviate that type of security

concern. I should add that, in my opinion, a

limited nonuse assurance could be seen by

allies and potential enemies as the opening

wedge to the more sweeping nonuse pledges,

and til us at least some of the problems I dis-

cussed in association with the broader no-

first-use policy could arise with these limited

assurances.

Lastly, I would like to stress that I take it

as a categorical imperative that the United

States must strive to minimize and, if pos-

sible, eliminate resort to military force—both

nuclear and conventional. Focusing on only

one form of conflict, as these resolutions do,

not only distorts the problem but, more seri-

ously, could even make the other form of

warfare—conventional—more likely.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, the Depart-

ment of State shares the deep desire of the

sponsors of these resolutions to find ways of

reducing the likelihood of nuclear war and

inhibiting the proliferation of nuclear weap-

ons and thereby better to assure a peaceful

world that is consistent with our national

interests. We constantly strive to reach this

goal, but our reasoning has taken us in a

different direction than that advocated by the

sponsors of these resolutions.

The Activities of the Department

in Export Control

Folloiving is a statement by Maijnard W
Glitman, Deputij Assistant Secretary for In-

ternational Trade Policy, made before tht

Subcommittee on International Finance o)

the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing

and Urban Affairs on March 22.^

I would like to review briefly the activities

and duties of the Department of State as

they relate to the application of export con^

trols under the Export Administration Act

the Mutual Defense Assistance Control Ad
(Battle Act), and other relevant legislation

These activities are carried out on both th(

national and the international levels.

On the national level the Department o:

State participates in the formulation of U.S

policy and decisionmaking in the area o:

export controls in the various committee;

set up for this purpose. The principal of thesi

is the Advisory Committee on Export Policy

chaired by the Department of Commerce ; it;

working-level committee, the Operating Com
mittee; and its Cabinet-level body, the Ex
port Administration Review Board. At thes'

committees the Department of State's objec

tive is to insure that the decisions made i:

the committees are consistent with the over

all foreign policy objectives of the Unite

States and with U.S. positions taken in th

international committee for the coordinatio

of export control policies among cooperatin:

countries.

The Department of State also participate

actively in the work of the East-West Foi

eign Trade Board and its working group i:

monitoring the flow of trade and technolog;

to the non-market-economy countries.

The Department of State and U.S. Foreigi

Service posts lend assistance to Commerce i:

carrying out the purposes of the Export Ad

ministration Act. This consists particularl;

' The complete transcript of the hearings will b

published by the committee and will be available fror

the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Governmen
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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,if providing information on possible con-

iignees of U.S. goods and equipment and

checking on tlae use to be made of exports

from the United States. These functions may
be carried out before the U.S. export licensing

takes place or as a postlicensing check to be

certain that diversion does not occur. The De-

partment of State through its missions abroad

Also carries out such contacts or bilateral ne-

gotiations with other governments as may be

appropriate to insure against violation of U.S.

export controls or to obtain cooperation with

respect to particular problems.

On the international level the Department
af State is responsible for U.S. participation

in the multilateral committee for coordinat-

ing export control policies—the Coordinat-

ing Committee, known simply as COCOM.
We maintain a resident delegation to COCOM
in Paris and provide, with the cooperation

3f other Washington agencies, the technical

support that is necessary for list reviews or

jther specialized meetings.

COCOM is a voluntary organization which,

IS its name indicates, coordinates the policies

af independent governments. It was estab-

lished in 1950 and its membership consists

)f 15 countries: the NATO countries minus
Iceland, plus Japan. All actions and decisions

by COCOM are confidential by agreement,

including the lists of controlled commodities.

Tlie committee meets regularly in Paris to

consider changes in its lists and procedures

and to pass on requests for exceptions to the

embargo made by member countries.

Actions in COCOM are in effect recom-

mendations to member governments, and

they become effective only as they are carried

out by member governments through their

individual export control programs under
tiieir own national laws and regulations. A
basic rule of COCOM from the outset has

been that there must be unanimous agree-

ment on all COCOM final recommendations.

A COCOM decision therefore means in effect

that each member country has decided under

its own laws and policies to embargo an

identical list of items; but this is in the case

of each country a unilateral decision—there

is no legal obligation to embargo the items

and no surrender of sovereignty.

COCOM maintains three lists of controlled

commodities. List I consists of military-re-

lated items as well as technology and equip-

ment for their manufacture. The other lists

are self-de.scriptive : a munitions list and an

atomic energy list. Although these lists are

subject to constant review by the Committee,

the practice is to have a review encompass-

ing a number of items every two or three

years.

Although all countries agree to control the

items on the lists, provision is made in the

procedures of the Committee to allow ship-

ments for civil end uses under the special

exceptions policy, because the controlled

items often have acceptable civilian as well

as military uses. For such an exception to

be made, both the civil end use and end user

must be known and there must be minimal

risk of divei-sion to a strategic or militai'y

use.

With the growth of trade with the Com-
munist countries and their increasing in-

terest in high-technology items, the number
of exceptions cases has grown appreciably in

recent years. Thus in 1975 there were 1,798

cases submitted to the Committee, compared
with 1,380 cases in 1974. The U.S. share

has also increased, from 41 percent in 1974

to 44 percent in 1975.

In the case of actions on exceptions cases,

while the rule of unanimity applies, there

is not in reality a "veto" power. In the case

of exceptions, the action of COCOM con-

stitutes a recommendation to the exporting

government. Although governments normally

follow such recommendations, they do not

invariably do so, if they feel their national

interests are deeply enough involved.

I believe that if we were to look at COCOM
objectively as it has existed and operated

over its 26-year history, we would conclude

that it has been an effective instrument in

contributing to the security of the free world.

Over this history there have been problems,

most of which we have been able to over-

come. In some cases member countries have
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taken actions that were not acceptable to

other member countries, but this must be

expected in an organization of sovereign

states which can only recommend specific

actions to its members.
There have also been accusations that one

or another COCOM country was using the

Committee to gain a competitive advantage

and, without the knowledge of the Committee,

taking actions in violation of COCOM agree-

ments. In the United States we hear this

mainly from American exporters who believe

that their exports are being discriminated

against. We hear similar accusations in other

countries, however, where the United States

is charged with discriminating in favor of

its exporters or of taking the lead in institut-

ing a broadening of the exceptions categories

to favor U.S. exporters.

All such reports are carefully studied. As
yet we have found no evidence that member
governments are subverting the COCOM
system. In many cases, such reports are

based on rumors or insufficient knowledge of

what is controlled by COCOM and what is

not. In some cases it arises from honest

differences between COCOM member gov-

ernments on interpreting what is or is not

covered by a specific item as it appears on

the list. In view of the complexity of these

items and the problem of translating controls

into national languages, this is not surpris-

ing. To the extent possible, the Committee
attempts to resolve these differences when
they appear so that we will have common
agreements.

If it appears that an exporter in one of

the member countries has violated the

COCOM control and the control of his na-

tional government, the matter may be studied

by the Enforcement Subcommittee of

COCOM. This subcommittee meets periodic-

ally to review the enforcement activities

of the members and to suggest remedial

actions where this may be necessary.

I would like to stress in conclusion, Mr.

Chairman, that as an instrument devised by

man COCOM is not perfect. Whatever may

be its defects, however, such a multilatera

approach to a strategic trade control systen

is the only one that can be effective. We arc

prepared to work for its improvement ir

ways that the executive branch, the Con-

gress, or the other participating members

think might improve its decisionmaking

process and strengthen relationships among
its members. Meanwhile, we believe COCOM
continues to be an important element in as-

suring the mutual security of the cooperat-

ing countries.

International Economic Report

Transmitted to the Congress

Mennage From President Ford '

To the Congreaa of the United States:

America in 1975 renewed and strength-

ened its commitment to pursue the tradi

tional U.S. goals of freer trade and enhancec

global economic stability and prosperity. Th(

United States has proposed a series of majoi

economic initiatives providing leadership h

efforts to improve trade and monetary ar

rangements, to establish cooperative mech
anisms for dealing with the problems of foo(

and energy, and to offer effective interna

tional responses to those nations in greates

need. 1975 was a year of achievement whicl

produced new and more effective interna

tional economic policies, as the followin}

highlights indicate.

Economic Summit Meeting

In November I met with the heads of thi

governments of France, West Germany;

'Transmitted on Mar. 17 (text from White HouSf
press release). Tlie President's message, together

with the Annual Report of the Council on Interna*

tional Economic Policy, is printed in "Internationa^

Economic Report of the Pi-esident, Transmitted ti

the Congress March 1976"; for sale by the Superin

tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printinfi

Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (189 pp.; $4.85; stocH

no. 041-015-00075-6).
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Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom at

Ramboiiillet, France to discuss the world

economic situation and economic problems

common to our countries. The Summit Meet-

ing concentrated on the need for new efforts

in the areas of world trade, monetary mat-

ters and raw materials, including energy. We
agreed that sustained, stable economic

growth in the industrial nations will be fa-

icilitated by our cooperative efforts. This

Imeeting, and the accompanying bilateral

talks I had with leaders of the major in-

jdustrialized democracies, established a new
spirit of cooperation and confidence stem-

ming from a deeper understanding of our

icommon destiny. They set the stage for our

'efforts to deal with a variety of specific in-

ternational economic challenges facing us

in 1976.

Monetary Affairs

Efforts to revise the international mone-
tary system resulted in major reforms. At
the recent meeting of the International Mon-
etary Fund's Interim Committee in Jamaica,

we reached agreement on amendments to

the IMF Articles of Agreement with respect

to quotas, exchange rates, and the role of

gold. The negotiations resulted in the first

major revision of the international mone-
tary system since the 1944 Bretton Woods
Conference. The exchange rate provisions of

the IMF Articles of Agreement will be

amended to provide a flexible framework for

the future evolution of the system. The In-

terim Committee also reached agreement on

steps to phase gold out of the international

monetary system.

Multilateral Trade Negotiations

The Multilateral Trade Negotiations in

Geneva have gained momentum since early

1975. At the Rambouillet Summit we unani-

mously agreed to seek a successful conclu-

sion of these negotiations by 1977. The
United States will continue to provide strong

support and leadership to the effort to re-

duce trade barriers and otherwise improve

the world trading system.

Energy

The establishment of the International

Energy Agency by the United States and its

OECD [Organization for Economic Coopera-

tion and Development] partners constituted

a major response to the economic imbalance

in the vital area of energy. The IEA has de-

veloped the details of an International En-

ergy Program designed to limit the vulner-

ability of the participating nations to sup-

ply interruptions. Agreement was also

reached on longer-term cooperation to re-

duce consumption and develop alternative

energy sources in order to lessen depend-

ence on imported energy. We have estab-

lished emergency arrangements providing

for energy reserves, consumption restraint

measures, and allocation procedures.

Developing Countries

The United States is committed to assist-

ing developing countries in their efforts to

achieve economic progress. Our response to

the needs of the less developed countries

was expressed clearly and positively at the

Seventh Special Session of the United Na-

tions in September. We proposed a new de-

velopment security facility in the IMF to

stabilize overall export earnings in develop-

ing countries, and numerous other ideas

—

including trade preferences—to achieve

mutually beneficial solutions to the problems

of economic development.

Commodities

At the Seventh Special Session of the

United Nations we indicated that we will

consider participating in various commodity

agreements on a case-by-case basis. We also

announced that we intend to join the Fifth

International Tin Agreement, subject to Con-

gressional approval. The need, value and

structure of commodity agreements vary for

different commodities. In considering com-
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modity agreements on a case-by-case basis,

we will oppose concerted efforts to manipu-

late supplies and prices which ignore the

interests of consuming countries while seek-

ing to assure developing countries adequate

income from their natural resources.

Food and Aqrindtvre

The United States in 1975 continued its

vital leadership in seeking strengthened co-

operation to increase world food production

and trade. We proposed an expanded inter-

national grain reserve system and enlarged

our food aid assistance. We will continue our

policy of encouraging maximum agricultural

production, and our efforts to achieve an

efficient distribution system to assure that

hungry people will be fed.

U.S.-Soviet Agreements on Grai7i and Oil

Last October, the United States and the

Soviet Union signed an agreement providing

for regular and orderly sales of American
wheat and corn during the next five years.

The American people—our farmers, our

workers, and our consumers—will benefit

from this agreement. The Soviet Union is

committed to purchasing at least six million

metric tons of grain per year, representing

one billion dollars in annual export earnings.

In signing this agreement, we have assured

a stable, long-term foreign market for our

grain, and a more reliable flow of payments
from abroad. We have assured American
farmers that the Soviet Union will be a

regular buyer of grain at market prices,

thereby increasing the incentive for full pro-

duction. We have provided jobs for American
transportation workers and seamen. We have
neutralized a great destabilizing factor in

our grain markets. Perhaps most impor-

tantly, we have preserved our private mar-
keting system, permitting us to maintain our

highly successful policy of all-out production

and open markets.

In the same constructive spirit, the gov-

ernments of the United States and the Soviet

Union have also committed themselves to

negotiations on a five-year agreement for the

524

purchase of Soviet oil. These negotiations are

currently undei'way.

Multinational Corporations

Multinational corporations (MNC's) con-

tinue to be a highly visible and controversia

factor in international affairs. MNC's hav(

made major contributions to world economic

development and will continue to do so in th(

future. While the major portion of foreigr

investment by multinational corporations ii

concentrated in industrial nations, many de

veloping countries actively seek investment;

by MNC's, recognizing their potential con

tribution to economic development. Recog

nizing the generally positive impact of MNC;
on world trade and production, I am dis

tressed by reports of corrupt practices b;

some companies. For that reason, I hav
directed that members of my Administratioi

undertake efforts, both domestically and in

ternationally, to assure that multinationa

coi"porations obey the laws and conform witl

the public policies of the countries in whicl

they do business.

We are participating in the development o

an international code to provide guideline

for responsible corporate behavior. Th
Organization for Economic Cooperation an

Development has made substantial progres

toward drafting a code, and similar efl5"ort

will be undertaken in the United Nations an

the Organization of American States in 197(

It is highly important that such codes c

conduct provide that both multinational coi

porations and host governments share th

responsibility for eliminating abuses.

Investment

The United States policy on internatiom

investment is based on our belief that a fre

market system without artificial barriers c

incentives leads to the most efficient alloc?

tion of capital in the world economy. AccorW

ingly we provide "national treatment" ci

foreign investors in the United States, treaV

ing them equally with domestic firms, and w
expect similar treatment of U.S. compania

investing abroad.
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P'ollowing a comprehensive review of Ad-
ninistration policy toward inward invest-

nent, we concluded that it would be desirable

o establish arrangements to monitor the flow

)f foreign investments in the United States.

?y Executive Order, I established the Com-
nittee on Foreign Investment in the United

5tates, to monitor the impact of foreign in-

estment in the United States and coordinate

he implementation of U.S. policy on such in-

•estment. A new Office of Foreign Investment

vas established in the Department of Com-
merce. We have also asked foreign govern-

nents contemplating significant investments

n this country to consult with us prior to

iiaking such investments.

•Export Policy

U.S. exports continue to play a vital role

n strengthening our domestic economy. We
.re continuing our efforts to expand U.S.

xports by providing competitive export

inancing, improved market information, and

n increased foreign awareness of U.S. pred-

icts. The United States prefers not to in-

erfere with competitive markets. We oppose

he use of export subsidies and similar meas-

res which artificially distort trading re-

ationships. At the same time, we must
ealistically take into account export policies

if competitive countries, and we will continue

promote U.S. exports by insuring that

ompetitive credit terms are available

hrough the Export-Import Bank and the

Commodity Credit Corporation of the Depart-

nent of Agriculture, and sufl^cient tax in-

centives are available through the Domestic

nternational Sales Coi"poration mechanism
meet foreign competition.

As we enter the last quarter of the twenti-

eth century, our policies are directed toward
A'orking with others to ensure that the

ivorld's talents and resources better serve

;he well-being of mankind. We continue to

ieek a world in which all people can prosper,

i world without hunger or severe want, a

world in which the best efforts of all nations

are prized and rewarded, so that their prog-

ress and health are ensured.

My Council on International Economic

Policy plays a significant role in the develop-

ment of America's international economic

policies to meet immediate needs and guide

our future course. Through its participation

on the Economic Policy Board we have

achieved better coordination of U.S. domestic

and international economic policy than ever

before in our history.

This, the fourth International Economic

Report of the President, measures the range

of the Administration's concerns and the

character of the American response to major

international economic issues. I am proud

of our progress and accomplishments in 1975.

I am confident that they will lead toward a

more free and open world of international

economic relations benefitting the American

people and all people.

Gerald R. Ford.

The White House. March 17, 1976.

Congressional Documents

Relating to Foreign Policy

94th Congress, 1st Session

Pood Problems of Developing Countries: Implications

for U.S. Policy. Hearings before the Subcommittee
on International Resources, Food, and Energy of

the House Committee on International Relations.

iVIay 21-June 5, 1975. 355 pp.

Diego Garcia, 1975: The Debate Over the Base and
the Island's Former Inhabitants. Hearings before

the Special Subcommittee on Investigations of the

House Committee on International Relations. June
.5-November 4. 1975. 123 pp.

The Economic Impact of Forthcoming OPEC Price

Rise and "Old" Oil Decontrol. Hearings before the

Subcommittee on Consumer Economics of the Joint

Economic Committee. July 10-14, 1975. 112 pp.

94th Congress, 2d Session

Waiver of Countervailing Duties on Canned Hams
and Shoulders from the European Economic Com-
munity. Communication from the Assistant Secre-

tary of the Treasury (Enforcement, Operations,

and Tariff Affairs). H. Doc. 94-350. January 26,

1976. 9 pp.

International Security Assistance and Arms E.xport

Control Act of 1976. Report of the Senate Commit-
tee on Foreign Relations to accompany S. 2662. S.

Rept. 94-605. January 30, 1976. 140 pp.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

U.S. Vetoes Security Council Resolution on the Situation

in the Territories Occupied by Israel

Follorving are statements made in the

U.N. Security Council by U.S. Representa-

tive William W. Scranton on March 22,

23, and 25, together with the text of a draft

resolution which was vetoed by the United

States on March 25.

STATEMENTS BY AMBASSADOR SCRANTON

Statement of March 22

USIIN piess releast 3fi (con-. 1) dated March 22

I am sure that you are all aware that the

proposal on participation by the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO) in the

Security Council before us today is the same

as was made on December 4 and on January

12. On those two occasions a move was made
to invite the PLO to participate in the debate

with "the same rights of participation as are

conferred when a Member State is invited

to participate under rule 37."

I am sure that you are equally aware the

the United States strongly opposed that pro-

posal when it was made on those two occa-

sions. There is a longstanding American tra-

dition, in which we believe very thoroughly,

of giving a hearing to all sides ; and we would

not oppose the Council's granting a hearing

under the appropriate provision of the

Council's rules, which is rule 39. But we do

oppose the proposal to grant a hearing under

rule 37. For my government this position is

based on principle—and a principle that can-

not be eroded either by its continuing viola-

tion, no matter how many times, or by time

itself.

526

The United States has twice described the

proposal as a "concerted attempt to disregard

the rules of procedure and to accord to the

Palestine Liberation Organization a role

greater even than that which over the years

the Council has granted to observer govern-

ments and a role greater by far than has ir

more recent times been granted to the*

spokesmen of legitimate national liberation

movements invited here under rule 39." '

We made it clear then, as I am making ii

clear now, that the United States is not pre-

pared to agree, and we do not believe this

Council should agree, to an ad hoc departun

from the rules of procedure which comport;

neither with the law nor the political require

ments of the situation.

We are of the view that the rules of pro

cedure, if applied, in rule 39 would havi

adequately provided a hearing of the view^

of Palestinians on the subject before thi

Council. That this subject is of concern ti

Palestinians is beyond question, just as i.-

the fact that a comprehensive settlemen

must answer the question of the future o

the Palestinian people. The U.S. position oi

these facets of the Middle East problem i;

clear.

As I join in the deliberations of thi;

Council, and I appreciate very kindly, sir

your opening comments, I am impressed b:

its history, always have been, and I an

committed to its future. I hope to play a par

in preserving the Security Council for futun

' For statements by U.S. Representative Daniel P
Moynihan made in the Security Council on Dec. 4

1975, and Jan. 12, 1976, see Bulletin of Jan. 5, 1976

p. 21, and Feb. 16, 1976, p. 189.
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venerations and in developing its lawful

30\vers and procedures. That is why I called

'or a vote on the proposal before us under

•ule 37 and why I will vote against that

jroposal.-

Itatement of March 23 ^

At the outset, it is especially noteworthy,
'. think, that Israel has joined in our delibera-

ions. My government warmly welcomes

srael's decision to do so.

For the events that have brought us to-

gether today are a corollary and a conse-

[uence of the tragic dispute that has oc-

upied this Council with such regularity over

;he years. As such, they raise two categories

>f issues that we must have in mind if we

ire to deal with them constructively.

First is the question of bringing to an

jarly end the situation that gives rise to

;hese disturbances and to other forms of

iolence in the Middle East. So long as the

ituation persists we can expect continuing

tension and occasional violence, however we
night, and we must, regret it. It is not neces-

sary for me to belabor this point. Surely it

IS evident to all of us.

The occupation of territories in the 1967

var has always been seen by the world com-

munity to be an abnormal state of affairs

hat would be brought to an end as part of a

Deace settlement. Resolution 242, adopted by

:his Council shortly after the end of the 1967

war that led to the occupation, established

ihe basic bargain that would constitute a

settlement. This bargain was withdrawal of

Israeli forces in return for termination of all

;laims or states of belligerency and respect

'or and acknowledgment of the sovereignty,

erritorial integrity, and political independ-

snce of every state in the area and their

"The Council on Mar. 22 adopted by a vote of 11

1 (U.S.), with 3 abstentions (France, Italy, U.K.),

he proposal to invite the PLO to participate in the

lebate. Under article 27 of the U.N. Charter, "Deci-

iions of the Council on procedural matters shall be

nade by an affirmative vote of nine members" and
ire not subject to the veto.

'Introductory personal remarks omitted (text from
USUN press release 37).

right to live in peace within secure and recog-

nized boundaries free from threats or acts of

force.

My government has committed itself to do

all it can to bring about this settlement and,

in the words of Resolution 338, to implement

Council Resolution 242 in all of its parts and

to further negotiations between the parties

concerned under appropriate auspices aimed

at establishing a just and durable peace in

the Middle East, which is what we are here

for. We are engaged at this moment in an

effort to regain momentum, as all of you

know, in the negotiating process that has

brought some unusual progress—and it must

bring more.

The second focus of our consideration must

be the conduct of the occupation itself. In

asking for this meeting, the letter of com-

plaint circulated by the Permanent Repre-

sentatives of the Libyan Arab Republic and

of Pakistan identifies three issues:

—The administration of the holy sites

;

—^The situation in Jerusalem ; and

—Israeli actions in regard to the civilian

population of the occupied territories and the

Israeli settlements in the occupied territories.

The position of the United States on these

issues is clear and of long standing. I pro-

pose to review the U.S. position today once

more to point out that there are proper

principles and there are procedures undei-

international law and practice which, when
applied and maintained, will contribute to

civil order and will, over the longer run,

facilitate a just and a lasting peace.

First, there is a matter of the holy sites

and practice of religion in the occupied areas.

The deep religious attachment of Moslems

and Jews and Christians to the holy places

of Jerusalem has added a uniquely volatile

element to the tensions that inhere in an

occupation situation. The area known to

Moslems as the Haram as-Sharif and to Jews

as the Temple Mount is of particular sensi-

tivity. Israel's punctilious administration of

the holy places in Jerusalem has, in our judg-

ment, greatly minimized the tensions. To my
government, the standard to be followed in
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administering the holy sites is contained in

article 27 of the Fourth Geneva Convention

Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons

in Time of War. All parties to the Arab-

Israel conflict are signatories of the conven-

tion. Article 27 of the convention prescribes,

inter alia, that:

Protected persons are entitled, in all circumstances,

to respect for their persons, their honour, their fam-

ily rights, their religious convictions and practices,

and their manners and customs.

With regard to the immediate problem

before us—a ruling by a lower Israeli court

which would have the effect of altering the

status of the Haram—it is our view that

Israel's responsibilities under article 27 to

preserve religious practices as they were at

the time the occupation began cannot be

changed by the ruling of an Israeli court. We
are gratified, deeply gratified, that the

Supreme Court of Israel has upheld the

Israeli Government's position.

The status of the holy places is, of course,

only one facet, however important, very im-

portant, of the problem of the status of

Jerusalem itself. The U.S. position on the

status of Jerusalem has been stated here

on numerous occasions since the Arab por-

tion of that city was occupied by Israel in

1967.

Ambassador Yost said in 1969 :
*

. . . the part of Jerusalem that came under the

control of Israel in the June war, like other areas

occupied by Israel, is occupied territory and hence

subject to the provisions of international law govern-

ing the rights and obligations of an occupying power.

Ambassador Goldberg said in 1968, to this

Council :

^

The United States does not accept or recognize

unilateral actions by any states in the area as alter-

ing the status of Jerusalem.

' For a statement by U.S. Representative Charles
W. Yost made in the Security Council on July 1, 1969,

see Bulletin of July 28, 1969, p. 76.

° For a statement by U.S. Representative Arthur W.
Goldberg made in the Security Council on May 9,

1968, see Bulletin of June 3, 1968, p. 732.

I emphasize, as did Ambassador Goldberg,

that as far as the United States is concerned

such unilateral measures, including ex-

propriation of land or other administrative

action taken by the Government of Israel,

cannot be considered other than interim and

provisional and cannot affect the present in-

ternational status nor prejudge the final and

permanent status of Jerusalem. The U.S.

position could not be clearer. Since 1967 we

have restated here, in other fora, and to the

Government of Israel that the future of

Jerusalem will be determined only through

the instruments and processes of negotiation,

agreement, and accommodation. Unilateral

attempts to predetermine that future have

no standing.

Next I turn to the question of Israeli set-

tlements in the occupied territories. Again,

my government believes that international

law sets the appropriate standards. An oc-

cupier must maintain the occupied area as

intact and unaltered as possible, without in-

terfering with the customary life of the area

and any changes must be necessitated by the

immediate needs of the occupation and b(

consistent with international law. The Fourth

Geneva Convention speaks directly to th(

issue of population transfer in article 49

:

The Occupying Power shall not deport or transfe

parts of its own civilian population into the territor;

it occupies.

Clearly, then, substantial resettlement o:

the Israeli civilian population in occupiec

territories, including East Jerusalem, is il

legal under the convention and cannot bi

considered to have prejudged the outcomi

of future negotiations between the partie;

on the location of the borders of states o;

the Middle East. Indeed, the presence o:

these settlements is seen by my governmen

as an obstacle to the success of the negotia

tions for a just and final peace between Israe

and its neighbors.

The real issues of peace and stability ii

the Middle East are very difl!icult indeed. Anc

unilateral acts, such as civilian populatioi
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transfers, have been taken wliich serve to

inrtame emotions on both sides.

Mr. President, I welcome the opportunity

—indeed I do—this meeting of the Council

has provided to review the issues involved

in the administration of the holy sites, the

( status of Jerusalem, and in addition, the

! question of Israeli settlements in the occupied

territories. Now, as to prospective action by

this Council, my government will apply

three tests:

—First, do the facts and judgment on

which the resolution is based correspond to

the actual situation? Facts.

—Second, will the Council's action in

practice advance the proper administration

of the areas involved?

—And most important of all, will the

Council's action help or hinder the peaceful

settlement process, the framework for which

was established by Security Council Resolu-

tions 242 and 338?

Statement of March 25

USUN press release 38 dated March 25

I want once more to recognize and appreci-

ate the comments that three or four of the

representatives made this morning in giving

me a warm welcome to this Council, and I am
indeed grateful for their very kind comments.

It reminds me, incidentally, that it is in some

contrast to the welcome that I had outside

this Council today. I daresay that I have now
written a new record in representatives'

records to this Council—that I don't think

anybody else can match—by having a dem-

onstration requesting my ouster hardly be-

fore I have sat down.

Secondly, I would like to say to the distin-

guished representative from Pakistan how
much I appreciate the comments that he has

made to me, in a very quiet and deliberate

way, a few moments ago addressed to me and

quoting some of the comments that I made
on behalf of my government on Tuesday.

And, sir, I shall try to respond and explain

our vote in the same quiet and deliberate

way, briefly.

The distinguished representative from

Pakistan has quoted to you the three tests

that I laid out in that intervention on

Tuesday. I shall not repeat them. But they

are the tests that have been carefully meas-

ured by my government—and when I say

"carefully" I mean just that word.

We have carefully measured the draft

resolution that is now before all of you

against these criteria and concluded that it

fails to meet the criteria, especially because

it reflects or implies judgments which, on

balance, do not correspond to the actual situ-

ation in the area.

Parts of the resolution, for example, are

based on the judgment that Israel is per-

sisting in a policy aimed at changing the

religious character of the city of Jerusalem.

We believe, my government and I, that this

conclusion is incorrect. Quite to the contrary,

we think Israel's administration of the holy

places in Jerusalem has literally and actively

minimized tensions.

Secondly, and I think this is extremely

important, you will remember that one of

the tests was whether the Council's action

would help or hinder the peaceful settlement

process.

On Tuesday I said to you that my gov-

ernment has committed itself to do all it

can to bring about a settlement. We take

a back seat to no nation in this regard. We
are engaged, as I said then, at this moment
in an effort to regain momentum in the

negotiating process that has brought some

unusual progress. And I think it is fair to say

that there has been more progress in this

effort than anything else that' has been

undertaken since the 1967 war, although we
are as aware as everyone else that there

must be more. It is our belief and our strong

feeling that this draft resolution would not

help in that peaceful settlement process. And
because the draft failed, in our judgment,

to meet the tests that we brought to you

—

and which I brought to the attention of you
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on Tuesday—in the vote that is forthcoming

the United States will vote no.

TEXT OF DRAFT RESOLUTION ^

TREATY INFORMATION

The Security Council,

Having considered recent developments in the

occupied Arab territories,

Deeply concerned at the serious situation which

has arisen in these territories as a result of con-

tinued Israeli occupation,

Deeply concerned further at the measures taken

by the Israeli authorities leading to the present grave

situation, including measures aimed at changing the

physical, cultural, demographic and religious char-

acter of the occupied territories and, in particular,

the City of Jerusalem, the establishment of Israeli

settlements in the occupied territories and other

violations of the human rights of the inhabitants of

those territories,

Emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition

of territory by war,

Recalling and reaffirming the resolutions of the

General Assembly and the Security Council calling

upon Israel to rescind all measures already taken

and to desist from taking any further action which
would alter the status of the City of Jerusalem and
the character of the occupied Arab territories,

Noting that, notwithstanding the aforementioned
resolutions, Israel persists in its policy aiming at

changing the physical, cultural, demographic and
religious character of the City of Jerusalem in

particular.

Reaffirming the urgent need for establishing a just

and lasting peace in the Middle East,

1. Deplores Israel's failure to put a stop to actions

and policies tending to change the status of the City

of Jerusalem and to rescind measures already taken

to that effect;

2. Calls on Israel, pending the speedy termination

of its occupation, to refrain from all measures against

the Arab inhabitants of the occupied territories;

3. Calls on Israel to respect and uphold the

inviolability of the Holy Places which are under its

occupation and to desist from the expropriation of or

encroachment upon Arab lands and property or the

establishment of Israeli settlements thereon in the

occupied Arab territories and to desist from all other

action and policies designed to change the legal status

of the City of Jerusalem and to rescind measures
already taken to that effect;

4. Decides to keep the situation under constant
attention with a view to meeting again should
circumstances so require.

°U.N. doc. S/12022; the draft resolution was not
adopted owing to the negative vote of a permanent
member of the Council, the vote being 14 in favor,
1 against (U.S.).

President Ford Signs Ratifications

of Women's Rights Conventions

Following is a statement by President Ford
issued on March 22 upon signing the instru-

ments of ratification of the Inter-American

Convention on the Granting of Political

Rights to Wotnen and the Convention on the

Political Rights of Women.

Whiti- House press release dated March 22

I am pleased to have the opportunity of

signing the Inter-American Convention on

the Granting of Political Rights to Women
signed in Bogota in 1948 and the Convention

on the Political Rights of Women signed by

the U.N. General Assembly in 1953.

Our ratification of the 19th amendment to

our Constitution in 1920 granted women in

this country equal voting rights with men.

The ratification of these two conventions

serves to underscore our firm dedication to

the principle of equality of political rights

for women. Indeed, the preamble to the

Charter of the United Nations, to which our

nation and others subscribe, provides that

we "reaffirm faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the

human person, in the equal rights of men and

women and of nations large and small. . .
."

International Women's Year, 1975, has just

concluded. We have now entered the U.N.

Decade for Women as adopted by the 30th

General Assembly of the United Nations.

This Decade, 1975-85, will provide an op-

portunity to put into action the recommenda-

tions and suggestions resulting from IWY.
This will serve as an opportunity for effec-

tively measuring our commitment to con-

tinuing the advancement of the status of

women. It is highly appropriate that the rati-

fication of these two conventions by the U.S.

Senate took place during the beginning of

our Bicentennial year.
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i! Current Actions

MULTILATERAL

Economic Cooperation

Agreement establishing a financial support fund of

;
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. Done at Paris April 9, 1975.'

I

Ratification deposited: United Kingdom. March
9, 1976.

Health

Constitution of the World Health Organization, as
amended. Done at New York July 22, 1946. Entered
into force April 7, 1948; for the United States

June 21, 1948. TIAS 1808, 4643, 8086.

Acceptance deposited: Sao Tome and Principe,

March 23, 1976.

Judicial Procedure

Convention on the taking of evidence abroad in civil

' or commercial matters. Done at The Hague March
18, 1970. Entered into force October 7, 1972. TIAS
7444.

Xotification of signature: Finland, March 9, 1976.

Maritime Matters

Amendments to the convention of March 6, 1948, as

amended, on the Intergovernmental Maritime Con-
sultative Organization (TIAS 4044, 6285, 6490).

Adopted at London October 17, 1974.'

Acceptances deposited: Mexico, March 23, 1976;
New Zealand, March 24, 1976.

Oil Pollution

International convention on civil liability for oil

pollution damage. Done at Brussels November 29,

1969. Entered into force June 19, 1975.=

Ratification deposited: Poland, March 18, 1976.

Accession deposited: South Africa, March 17, 1976.

Program-Carrying Signals

—

Distribution by Satellite

Convention relating to the distribution of programme-
carrying signals transmitted by satellite. Done at

Brussels May 21, 1974.'

Ratification deposited: Mexico, March 18, 1976.

Property—Intellectual

Convention establishing the World Intellectual

Property Organization. Done at Stockholm July

14, 1967. Entered into force April 26, 1970; for the

United States August 25, 1970. TIAS 6932.

Accession deposited: Ghana, March 12, 1976.

Telecommunications

International telecommunication convention with

annexes and protocols. Done at Malaga-
Torremolinos October 25, 1973. Entered into force

January 1, 1975."

Instrument of ratification signed by the President:

March 24, 1976, with declaration.

Ratifications deposited : Republic of Korea, January
22, 1976; Liechtenstein, February 4, 1976;

Panama, January 15, 1976.

Partial revision of the radio regulations, Geneva,
1959, as amended (TIAS 4893, 5603, 6590, 7435),

to establish a new frequency allotment plan for

high-frequency radio-telephone coast stations, with

annexes and final protocol. Done at Geneva June 8,

1974. Entered into force January 1, 1976.'

Notifications of approxml: Finland, January 22,

1976; Republic of Korea, December 3, 1975;

Switzerland, February 6, 1976.

Wheat

Protocol modifying and further extending the wheat
trade convention (part of the international wheat
agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 17, 1976. Enters into force

June 19, 1976, with respect to certain provisions;

July 1, 1976, with respect to other provisions.

Signatures: Israel, Mauritius, April 1, 1976;
Argentina, Ecuador, India, Sweden, April 2, 1976.

Declaration of provisional application deposited:

Argentina, April 2, 1976.

Protocol modifying and further extending the food

aid convention (part of the international wheat
agreement) 1971 (TIAS 7144, 7988). Done at

Washington March 17, 1976. Enters into force on

June 19, 1976, with respect to certain provisions;

July 1, 1976, with respect to other provisions.

Signatures: Argentina, Sweden, April 2, 1976.

Declaration of provisional application deposited:

Argentina, April 2, 1976.

BILATERAL

Brazil

Agreement concerning shrimp, with annexes, agreed
minutes, and exchange of notes. Signed at Brasilia

March 14, 1975.

Entered into force: March 22, 1976.

Canada

Agreement amending and extending the agreement
of May 14, 1971 (TIAS 7125), regarding a joint

program in the field of experimental remote sensing

from satellites and aircraft. Effected by exchange
of notes at Ottawa March 19 and 22, 1976. Entered

into force March 22, 1976; effective May 14, 1975.

Italy

Procedures for mutual assistance in the administra-

tion of justice in connection with the Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation matter. Signed at Washington
March 29, 1976. Enters into force upon notification

by Italy that all requirements under Italian law

' Not in force.

- Not in force for the United States.
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to implement the provisions have been accom-
plished.

Jordan

Agreement amending the agreement for sales of

agricultural commodities of October 14, 1975.

Effected by exchange of notes at Amman March
4, 1976. Entered into force March 4, 1976.

Netherlands

Procedures for mutual assistance relating to the

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation matter. Signed at

Washington March 29, 1976. Entered into force

March 29, 1976.

Saudi Arabia

Project agreement for technical cooperation in

science and technology, with appendices. Signed
at Riyadh February 29, 1976. Enters into force

upon organization of the Saudi Arabia National
Center for Science and Technology and deposit

by Saudi Arabia of the sums described in appen-
dices B-E for the first calendar year of the agree-
ment.

Turl<ey

Agreement relative to defense cooperation pursuant
to article III of the North Atlantic Treaty of April

4, 1949 (TIAS 1964), in order to resist armed
attack in the North Atlantic Treaty Area, with
exchange of notes. Signed at Washington March
26, 1976. Enters into force on the date of an ex-

change of notes indicating the approval by both

parties of the agreement in accordance with their

respective legal procedures.

PUBLICATIONS

GPO Sales Publications

Publications may be ordered by catalog or stock
number from the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. A 25-percent discou7it is 7nade on orders for
100 or more copies of any one publication mailed to

the same address. Remittances, payable to the
Superintendent of Documents, must accompany
orders. Prices shown below, which include domestic
postage, are subject to change.

Trade in Cotton, Wool and Man-Made Fiber Textiles.

Agreement with Korea. TIAS 8124. 20 pp. 40«'. (Cat.
No. 89.10:8124).

Certificates of Airworthiness for Imported Aero-
nautical Products and Components. Agreement with
Australia. TIAS 8126. 9 pp. 30«i. (Cat. No. S9.10:
8126).
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Economic Cooperation. Agreement with Israel. TIA
8127. 15 pp. 40(f. (Cat. No. S9.10:8127).

Economic Cooperation. Agreement with Saudi Arabi.

TIAS 8128. 10 pp. 30<f. (Cat. No. 89.10:8128).

Remote Sensing—Acquisition of Satellite Data. Mem(
randum of Understanding with Zaire. TIAS 812

6 pp. 25^. (Cat. No. 89.10:8129).

Agricultural Commodities. Agreement with Jamaic:

TIAS 8130. 19 pp. m<}. (Cat. No. 89.10:8130).

Illegal Entry of Migratory Workers. Agreement wit

Mexico. TIAS 8131. 18 pp. 35<(. (Cat. No. 89.10:8131

Air Transport Services. Agreement with the Czech(

Slovak Socialist Republic extending the agreement (

February 28, 1969, as amended and extended. TIA
8132. 6 pp. hQt (Cat. No. 89.10:8132).

Agricultural Commodities. Agreement with Indonesi:

TIAS 8133. 16 pp. 60«'. (Cat. No. 89.10:8133).

Peace Corps. Agreement with Colombia. TIAS 813

9 pp. 50«;. (Cat. No. 89.10:8134).

Trade—Cheese Imports. Agreement with the Eun
pean Economic Community. TIAS 8135. 3 pp. 50

(Cat. No. 89.10:8135).

Refugee Relief in the Republic of Viet-Nam, La«

and the Khmer Republic. Agreement with the Inte

national Committee of the Red Cross amending tl

agreement of February 20 and March 16 and 1

1975, as amended. TIAS 8136. 2 pp. 25<(. (Cat. N
89.10:8136).

Seismograph Station Near Kluane Lake, Yukon Te

ritory. Agreement with Canada. TIAS 8137. 5 p
50^. (Cat. No. 891.10:8137).

Trade—Meat Imports, Agreement with the Domir
can Republic. TIAS 8138. 6 pp. 50«'. (Cat. No. 89.1

8138).

Purchase of Defense Articles and Services. Agre
ment with the United Arab Emirates. TIAS 813

3 pp. SO^. (Cat. No. 89.10:8139).

International Patent Classification, Agreement wii

Other Governments. TIAS 8140. 47 pp. 90^. (Cat. N
89.10:8140).

International Office of Epizootics. Agreement wii

Other Governments. TIAS 8141. 17 pp. 60«'. (Cat. N
89.10:8141).

Mutual Defense Assistance. Agreement with Belgiu

amending Annex B to the agreement of January 2

1950. TIAS 8145. 5 pp. 506 (Cat. No. 89.10:8145).

Agricultural Commodities. Agreement with Egyj
amending the agreement of June 7. 1974, as amende'
TIAS 8147. 4 pp. 50^ (Cat. No. 89.10:8147).

Economic and Social Development. Agreement wit

the United Nations. TIAS 8148. 9 pp. 50(*. (Cat. N
89.10:8148).

Trade in Textiles. Agreement with Peru. TIAS 815:

6 pp. bOt (Cat. No. 89.10:8153).
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Checklist of Department of State

News Releases: March 29-April 4

Press releases may be obtained from the
Office of Press Relations, Department of State,
Washington, D.C. 20520.

No. Date Subject

*154 3/29 Program for the state visit to

Washington of King Hussein of
Jordan, Mar. 29-Apr. 1.

155 3/29 Kissinger: House Committee on
International Relations.

*156 3/30 Advisory Committee on Trans-
national Enterprises, Apr. 20.

157 4/2 Kissinger: Subcommittee on For-
eign Assistance of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations.

*158 4/2 Kissinger: American Foreign Serv-
ice Association memorial plaque
ceremony.

tl59 4/4 Kissinger: American Jewish Con-
gress.

*159A 4/4 Rosovsky, Hertzberg, Kissinger:
introductory remarks.

""Not printed.

t Held for a later issue of the the Bulletin.


